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08:00 – 09:00 Registration and welcome coffee

09:00 – 09:15 Welcome and introduction

09:15 – 09:35 Session I: the European Green Deal
• General presentation & presentation of the 

‘Farm to Fork’ Strategy
• Q&A

09:35 – 10:35 Session II: achievements and challenges of the Subgroup on 
Innovation: experiences from the members
• General introduction
• Sharing experiences of Subgroup members
• Interactive discussions on achievements and challenges

10:35 – 11:05 Coffee break

11:05 – 12:05 Session II: continuation
• Sharing experiences of Subgroup members 
• Interactive discussions on achievements and challenges

12:05 – 12:30 Session II: feedback on experiences with the Subgroup

12:30 – 13:30 Lunch break
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12:30 – 13:30 Lunch break

13:30 – 14:30 Session II: continuation
• Interactive discussion: translating the Subgroup experiences into 

future priorities

14:30 – 15:00 Session III: Presentation of the study ‘Farmers of the Future’ and the 
symposium ‘Spotlights on Young Farmers’
• General presentation of the results of the study 
• General presentation of the results of the symposium
• Q&A

15:00 – 15:20 Session IV: the EIP-AGRI Service Point workplan 2020
• General presentation of the workplan 2020, with special focus on 

the activities to be launched in the first half of the year
• Information on the upcoming seminar on AKIS

15:20 – 15:50 Coffee break

15:50 – 16:05 Session V: Feedback on recent activities
• Workshop ‘Small is smart’ – Innovative solutions for small 

agricultural and forestry holdings
• Seminar ‘New skills for digital farming’

16:05 – 16:15 Next steps and closing
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WHEN / WHERE?

22-23 April 2020  Warsaw, Poland



AIM

To support and inspire Member States in the preparation of 
their CAP AKIS Strategic Plans post 2020
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OBJECTIVES

• Support CAP strategic planners and RDP managing/programming 
authorities in designing their AKIS strategic plans and related 
interventions for their country or region according to Article 102 of the 
post 2020 CAP proposals, 

• Look into the change for EU farm advisory services post 2020, and how 
to integrate advisors into the AKIS system (Articles 102, 13 and 72),

• Learn from good practice and specific instruments/interventions that 
are useful for a well-functioning AKIS (Article 102 in coherence with 
Articles 71, 72 and 114 etc.),

• Assist in preparing the CAP networks post 2020 for their future role in 
AKIS (Article 113), and;

• Understand and exchange experiences on how to promote knowledge 
flows within the country and across borders. 
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Key areas to explore: 5 sessions

1. Integrating all existing advisors within AKIS after the “FAS” deletion 
2. Analysing the structural organisation of AKIS. 
3. Sharing examples of specific best practice AKIS instruments. 
4. Post 2020 CAP network approaches to support a good AKIS.
5. Designing appropriate AKIS strategies and interventions. 
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Dragon’s den “competition”– Session 3
Sharing examples of specific best practice AKIS instruments. 
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1 Establish Knowledge centres and digital knowledge reservoirs.
2 Organise farmer to farmer exchange + demonstrating and experimenting on-farm  
3 Incentivising researcher involvement in knowledge exchange activities 
4 Support and facilitate better engagement with Horizon Europe: not only participating, 

but also getting the outcomes, being invited (CAP networks, NCPs  Horizon Europe)
5 AKIS coordination platforms: how to set up and feed? - Capturing the creativity and 

diversity with farmers, advisors, researchers as catalysts to innovation 
6 Develop innovation support services ( innovation brokerage, facilitation, … incl

training, funding, etc) 
7 Preparing Operational Groups: type of funding. OGs preparing other CAP measures
8 EIP OG calls post 2020: How frequently? bottom-up and where needed thematically, 

how integrate them into AKIS (communication, educational material, visits) simplified 
cost

9 National thematic networks: a good platform where actors can meet, source of ideas 
for OGs, educational material for voc. training, ag schools, advisor training.

10 Cross-border OGs (timing, rules, themes, etc) and cross-border actions



Thank you for your attention
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